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AI News

'...the text is incomprehensible and does 
not properly spell "The White House"'

7th June 2023



AI News

"Summit will bring together key countries, 
leading tech companies and researchers to 

agree safety measures to evaluate and monitor 
the most significant risks from AI"

"the boss of software firm Palantir, Alex 
Karp, said it was only those with 'no 

products' who wanted a pause."



AI News

"Interviews with 13 current and former employees 
and more than two dozen investors, collaborators 
and former colleagues, as well as pitch decks and 
internal documents, suggest his recent success has 

been bolstered by exaggeration and dubious claims."

"Despite our team spending weeks going back 
and forth with Forbes to correct the record, they 
have clearly chosen to ignore the truth on many 

of these issues."



AI News

"Implicit code execution"

"Bard identifies prompts that might benefit from 
logical code, writes it 'under the hood,'"

"executes it and uses the result to generate a 
more accurate response."

improvements on internal challenge 
benchmarks by approximately 30%



AI News

"Both of us agreed that a good step forward for AI 
risk is to articulate the concrete scenarios where AI 

can lead to significant harm."



7th June 2023

"AlphaDev discovered small sorting 
algorithms from scratch that outperformed 

previously known human benchmarks."

AlphaDev

"These algorithms have 
been integrated into 
the LLVM standard 
C++ sort library."



AlphaDev - Commentary

"As someone that knows a thing or two about sorting... bullshit."

"No new algorithms were uncovered, and the work here did 
not lead to the claimed improvements."



AI (Non) Risk "I am here to bring the good news: AI will not 
destroy the world, and in fact may save it."

Categories:

Will AI kill us all?

6th June 2023

Baptists Bootleggers

Will AI ruin our society?

Will AI take all our jobs?

Will AI lead to crippling inequality?

No

No

No

No

Big AI companies and startups 
should be allowed to build AI as 
fast and aggressively as they can

Plan

Will AI lead to bad people doing bad things? Yes



Orca

"..we develop Orca, a 13-billion parameter 
model that learns to imitate the reasoning 

process of Large Foundation Models"

5th June 2023 "Orca surpasses ...Vicuna-13B by more than 100% 
in complex zero-shot reasoning benchmarks..."

Explanation tuning: "augmented <query, response> 
pairs with detailed responses from GPT-4 that explain the 

reasoning of the teacher as it generates the response"



AI Risk 

"If AGI risk is (mostly) default-failure, 
then uncertainty is a reason for 

pessimism rather than optimism..."

Bob: "...It's overconfident to estimate high 
P(doom). Humans are usually bad at 

predicting the future, especially when it 
comes to novel technologies like AGI..."

to what degree AGI risk is default-
success vs default-failure?

Bob: "When you account for how uncertain 
your predictions are, your estimate should 

be at most [low number]"

1st June 2023



"Despite recent claims that open models 
can be on par with SoTA proprietary 

models, these claims are often 
accompanied by limited evaluation...."

7th June 2023

"Our evaluations show that the best model in any 
given evaluation reaches on avg. 83% of ChatGPT 
performance and 68% of GPT-4 performance..."

How Far Can Camels Go?

"...further investment in 
building better base models 
and instruction-tuning data is 
required to close the gap"

"This paper provides a comprehensive 
evaluation of instruction tuning resources"

base 
models 
matter



Commentary
"Dual use"

"a breakthrough in mathematical theorem 
proving may further accelerate the development 
and deployment of general-purpose AI tools."

8th June 2023

"And that can be a good thing or a bad thing, 
depending on your perspective."

"For many, mathematics is not only a job, but a 
pursuit they derive meaning from."

"A loss of meaning"



Inference Time Intervention 11th June 2023

"We introduce Inference-Time Intervention 
(ITI), a technique designed to enhance the 

truthfulness of large language models"

"we first identity a sparse set of attention heads 
with high linear probing accuracy for truthfulness"

ITI improves Alpaca TruthfulQA performance 
from 32.5% to 65.1%

"during inference, we shift activations along these 
truth-correlated directions"



Prompt Engineering Guide

https://www.promptingguide.ai/

"all the latest papers, learning guides, models, 
lectures, references, new LLM capabilities, and 

tools related to prompt engineering"

Prompt Engineering Guide



AI Coffee Break With Letitia

Lighthearted bite-sized Machine Learning videos

https://www.youtube.com/c/aicoffeebreak



Samuel's Book Recommendation

What is it? Strategies/anecdotes/management 
advice for when things are going seriously badly

Unsolicited book recommendation

"The Hard Thing about Hard Things"  
Ben Horowitz (2014)



Filtir - fact-checking AI claims

"Link to discord in the description"


